
PRICE HONEYMOON – PACKAGE C - INGLESE 

 

 

 

These are the analytic prices for the accommodation in 3 Stars*** Hotels  
 

Venice: 

Accommodation at the Hotel San Zulian *** in King room for 2 nights €      600 

Transfer from Venice airport to Piazzale Roma by taxi and from Piazzale Roma 

to the Hotel by Steam boat. 

€        400  

Guide available all day - second day - for visiting the city €      500 

2 lunches in a typical Venetian restaurant 70x2x2 including drinks €      280 

Museum entrance tickets with reservation €      100 

Transfer to the Island of Murano to see the glass works €      200 

Rental of a gondola for two hours to visit Venice from the Grand Canal €      350 

2 dinners in a typical Venetian restaurant 90x2x2 €      360 

 
Florence: 

Transfer to the railway station by steam boat and from Venice to Florence by train €      200 

Accommodation at the Hotel Machiavelli Palace *** in King room for 2 nights €      400 

Dinner in a typical Florentine restaurant 90x2 including drinks €      180 

Guide for Visit of Florence in the morning of the second day HD. €      220 

Lunch in a typical Florentine restaurant 80x2 including drinks €      160 

Limousine with private driver for the afternoon excursion to Pisa €      800      

Specialized tourist guide for the visit at Pisa including the Piazza dei Miracoli €      300 

Entrance tickets to the museums and monuments of Florence and Pisa with 

reservation 

€       100 

Candlelight dinner in a typical Florentine restaurant 100x2 including drinks €       200      

 
Rome: 

Transfer by train from Florence to Rome          €     140 

Accommodation at the Hotel *** for one night           €     300    

Lunch in a typical Roman restaurant 60x2 including drinks          €     120    

Guide for the visit of Rome in the afternoon           €     230 

Typical Roman dinner 90x2 including drinks           €     180 

 

 
Naples: 

Transfer from Rome to Naples by train €     150 

Accommodation at the Hotel Des Atistes in Naples for 2 nights €     600 

Lunch in a typical restaurant in Naples 70x2 including drinks €     140 

Visit of the city of Naples with specialized tourist guide €     230 

Dinner in a fantastic restaurant on the sea 100x2 including drinks €     200 

Excursion to Capri on public steam boat                          

€      200       



Lunch in Capri in the famous 120x2 "square" including drinks €     240 

Cena in un Ristorante tipico a Napoli 90x2 compreso le bevande €     180 

Transfer from Naples to Rome Fiumicino Airport by train €     160 

Tips to hotel concierges, drivers, guides, assistants, waiters in restaurants in 

Venice, Florence, Rome and Naples, at a flat rate 

€    1500 

 

Total Price for 2 people € 9.780 

 

 

 

 


